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Product Description
You can rest assured to buy customized METALLECA® Outdoor Led Lamps from us. We
look forward to cooperating with you, if you want to know more, you can consult us now,
we will reply to you in time!We have achieved remarkable success in this domain as a
result of our focused approach, timely delivery, and ethical company philosophy.
Outdoor Led Lamps with Free Sample
Our staff are generally while in the spirit of "continuous improvement and
excellence", and while using the excellent high quality merchandise, favorable
value and great after-sales services, we try to gain each customer's have faith
in for Cheap PriceList for China Portable Lights LED Camping Lantern Outdoor
Hanging Lamp USB Rechargeable, We've been devoted to provide
experienced purification technology and options for yourself! Cheap PriceList
for China LED Table Lamp, Table Light, We care about every steps of our
services, from factory selection, product development & design, price
negotiation, inspection, shipping to aftermarket. We have now implemented a
strict and complete quality control system, which ensures that each product
can meet quality requirements of customers. Besides, all of our solutions have
been strictly inspected before shipment. Your Success, Our Glory: Our aim is
to help customers realize their goals. We're making great efforts to achieve this
win-win situation and sincerely welcome you to join us.

Outdoor Led Lamps
METALLECA® Outdoor LED lamps do not only
include light sources, but also the parts and
components of fix and protect the light, as well as
wiring accessories are necessary for power
connections. Because of continuous development of
the illumination industry, the classification of lamps is
becoming more and more meticulous. The outdoor
LED lamp is a kind of lighting that is widely used.
Outdoor lamps are generally illuminating lamps
exposed outdoors. The lamps can be designed and
installed combination of the surrounding roads,
landscapes, and buildings to achieve the unity of its
functionality and artistry.
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Outdoor Led Lamps Introduction
METALLECA® Outdoor LED lamps are widely used for illumination in factory
roads, various highways, and urban main roads, etc. And has beautiful
appearance and reliable performance.
We have been committed to lighting lamp in various industries for many years.
we hope to seek a broader coverage of markets and related industries.
Presently, we provide LED lamps mainly in cooperation with well-known
domestic and foreign customers with long-term stable supply, since our
production process and quality standards have experienced controlled.
We look forward to more inquiries and cooperation with new customers to
become long-term partnership.

Outdoor Led Lamps Parameter (Specification)
Type Power Voltage Remarks

Road LED Lamp
Housing

150W/200W/400W 220V Less than 8M road used 250W
road light

Garden LED Lamp
Housing

28W/61W/86W 220V 1W LED as the light source

Outdoor Led Lamps Feature And Application
The Outdoor LED lamp has a wide range of applications which can meet
various design and different markets & customers’ needs with long lasting
product life.
The delicate lamp housing is made of high-quality aluminum die-casting with
corrosion resistance treatment (such as plastic spraying, oxidation).
The selected tempered glass is used for lamp surface to ensure superior
waterproof and excellent heat dissipation.
Light source of the lamps is used ultra-bright & high-power LED bulb.
Build-in current limiting drive power supply ensures lamp stabilization.
Roads LED lamp fit for the various diameters lamp poles in φ50~62mm.
Aluminum selects lightweight and generalization, which reduces the customers
procurement costs in certainly.
The type of outdoor LED lighting:
1. Road LED lamp
2. Solar energy road lamp
3.Garden lamp
4. Tunnel lights
5. Lawn lamp
6. Fountain lights
7. Stage light
8. Traffic light
9. Car Light
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Product Details
Production Process: gravity casting & die casting + machining + spray paint
Materials: aluminum alloy ADC12 and ASTM A356.2
Surface treatment: soft polishing, drawing, spray paint, anodizing
Surface requirements: matte, glossy, black sand, etc. (based customer needs)

Product Qualification
Garden LED Lamp Housing:

Road LED Lamp Housing:

Deliver, Shipping And Serving
Transportation: by sea, by rail, by air
Shipping: pallets (plywood or fumigated wood), wooden case + lid + carton +
corner protector + PE film
Delivery: FOB Ningbo or Shanghai recommend
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Workshop photos: Machining equipment & Die Casting Machine


